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dear friend of knom,

Where did the time go? It seems like
not so long ago that we were just announcing our plans to expand and renovate our
broadcast spaces, sharing with you the preliminary ideas and blueprints for the Tom &
Florence Busch Digital Studios. Now, more
than five years later, thanks to your prayerful support, those two-dimensional sketches
have become three-dimensional reality,
helping to ensure that KNOM will be able
to continue to inspire, inform, educate, and
entertain Western Alaskans for many decades
yet to come.
This month, we’re thrilled to announce
that the new studios are operational, allowing
KNOM to begin the next stage of renovating
the existing (1990s-era) studio building. All of
this crucial work — all of which you’ve made
possible — is leading up to the studios’ blessing and dedication on October 1.
Meanwhile, beyond our station’s new
rooms and new broadcast tools, we’re as
focused as ever on how best to serve rural
Alaska as summer turns into autumn. While
many of our listeners take to the countryside
for the last few weeks of berry-picking, and as
our region’s children return to the classroom,
preparations are underway for the long winter that will soon arrive. Broadcasts you make
possible — of news, weather, entertainment,
inspiration, and celebration of traditional
culture — will make life better for the listeners
of our incredible region in these important,
transitional months to come.
Thanks so very much for all you do;
your impact is as immense as the state where
it is felt.

God does not love us because
we’re valuable. We’re valuable
because God loves us.

digital studios: operational!

It’s been a tale of two studios at KNOM in
recent weeks. Thanks to you, the Tom & Florence
Busch Digital Studios are now operational; the
grand opening of our studio annex will follow on
October 1 (which we’ll detail in future issues of the
Static). As the new studios’ dedication nears, our existing broadcast spaces are getting a face lift.
In the studios in which KNOM has broadcast
for 30 years, August was a month of cleaning and
renovation. With our essential broadcasting activities
transitioning to the new, digital studios, it was time to
restore the “old” studios with fresh coats of paint and
new flooring. In this work, KNOM was blessed to have
a helping hand with a familiar name. Jacob Schmidt,
the brother of general manager Ric Schmidt, spent
more than a week with us, helping to spackle and
paint our walls. (The new hue is a cheerful, soft yellow,
which will help keep spirits high during dark winter
months.) Jake also, as pictured on page 2, helped lay
new carpet tiles, replacing the flooring made threadbare from decades of use.
Meanwhile, in the new studios, another friendly, helping hand was back at work. Expert Anchorage
engineer Van Craft has been a frequent and welcome presence at KNOM this summer, as the “heavy
lifting” (both literal and figurative) has been happening
with our digital studios construction. In August, Van
helped us with necessary shakedown work: tying up
loose ends and double-checking the many moving
parts of our brand-new broadcast system. Van helped
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us make our digital studios fully operational.
We’re so excited to report that KNOM is
now using its new studios almost exclusively for
daily broadcast operations. The complexity of the
new system made the transition from old to new
an immense amount of work, but we know that
our new studio spaces, alongside our renovated
studios, will help us best serve rural Alaska for
many decades to come.
Our new studios not only allow us to produce an even better product for the region we
serve, but they also allow us to continue that service with better efficiencies of time and money.
The digital equipment, while modern and more
advanced in nearly all respects compared with
the analog gear it’s replacing, will be far simpler
to repair, which is crucially important for an operation as remote and isolated as KNOM’s. That
will make problems, when they occur, easier to
debug, even from thousands of miles away.
We’ve taken steps to stretch your donations as much as possible throughout our studios’

construction, too. By using donated pilings, paint,
and flooring labor; by negotiating competitive
prices for building materials; by installing our own
LED lights; by repurposing furniture; by hosting
and feeding visiting contractors in staff homes
(rather than in hotels and restaurants); and by flying up contractors with donated air miles, rather
than cash; we saved more than $70,000 in our
studios’ construction. As always, we do all we can
to be the best stewards of your generosity.
For all these reasons and many more,
thanks so much for making our new studios a reality. We thank God for your generosity, support,
and prayers throughout this project. The fruits of
your kindness will make a real difference in a very
special part of the world. Thank you.
(Photos: page 1: 2016-17 volunteers Tyler
Stup, Lauren Frost, Karen Trop, and Davis
Hovey express their gratitude in our new digital
studios; below: Margaret DeMaioribus and Ric
Schmidt, on air in the new studios’ main broadcast room; a close look at the sound board and
computer in same studio.)

sacred gifts

We recently received a very special delivery
from a benefactor: the beautiful chalice and paten set
pictured. KNOM board member Father Ross Tozzi
is scheduled to travel to Nome for the dedication of
the Tom & Florence Busch Digital Studios and will
use these precious vessels to celebrate Mass before
the dedication and ribbon cutting at the radio station.
Truly, the dedication on October 1st will be a spiritual
gift in more ways than one!

As we go out to take God to others,
know that we will meet Him through
them.

snapshots of stebbins, alaska

Amid the flurry of preparations for our new
studios, our staff remains focused on service to our
region. That’s true not only for our current staffers but
even for our recent alumni, whose work continues to
highlight what’s special about Western Alaska.
For example, one of the last projects of news
volunteer Emily Russell, who finished her service
year in July, was to compile and post a series of
photographs, online, of the rural community of
Stebbins, Alaska, which she visited twice during her
2015-16 term. It’s part of a new photography series
on knom.org called Focus Western AK (written as
#FocusWesternAK to emphasize its use as a “hashtag,”
or search term, on social media sites like Twitter and
Facebook). Emily’s photos, some of which are seen
at left, show a small glimpse of the incredible places
we serve. They show the landscape of the Stebbins
beachfront, covered in winter snow and ice; salmon
drying on fish racks in summer; and resident Bernard
Abouchuk, sitting on the beach in anticipation of a
seal, which is hunted as a subsistence food.
For more, visit us on the web!

“That by participating in the
Sacraments and meditating on
Scripture, Christians may become more
aware of their mission to evangelize.”
— Pope Francis’ “evangelization” prayer
intention, September 2016

meet our ‘16-17 producers

Year after year, the Spirit leads hardworking
volunteers towards our mission with the dedication to service that makes our daily operations
possible. 2016 is no exception. We’re excited to
introduce to you two of the four outstanding
people whom our tens of thousands of listeners
will come to know over the coming year.
First, meet volunteer Karen Trop, pictured top left. Karen hails from Macungie, Pennsylvania, and is a 2016 graduate of Vermont’s
Bennington College, where she majored in art
history and also deepened her interests in history, literature, and anthropology. Karen came
to KNOM in June and will spend the next year in
Nome as one of our two producers, working in
the department led by program director Laura
Collins. Karen deejays in the afternoons Tuesday
through Friday and also hosts throughout the
day on Saturdays. When she’s not on the air, she
works on both short- and long-form specialty
programming. She writes and produces many of
the original radio “spots” — on a variety of inspirational or educational subjects — that KNOM
airs throughout each broadcast day in place of
commercials (since our station is non-profit). She
also will soon be creating new episodes of our inhouse monthly series Dearest Alaska, which presents “audio postcards”: the sounds of distinctive
moments in our unique corner of the world, a
way of understanding rural Alaska through sound.
Working alongside Karen in the production

department is fellow volunteer Lauren Frost,
pictured top right. Lauren grew up in Oak Park,
Illinois, a western suburb of Chicago. Like Karen,
her academic focus in college was a mixture of
the creative and the historical: at New Jersey’s
Princeton University, where she graduated in
spring 2016, she majored in art and archaeology
with a minor in creative writing. It was at Princeton, Lauren says, that she got “hooked on audio
journalism” through her college coursework,
once she “realized how powerful of a medium
the human voice is.” KNOM has given her a practical start in radio, and like Karen, she’s already
excelling both on the air and behind the scenes.
Lauren hosts our weekday morning show, waking up before most of rural Alaska each Monday
through Friday. When she’s not deejaying, she’s
creating new radio spots and working on our
monthly storytelling series, Story49.
Both Lauren and Karen are eager to learn
more about the region — rural, western Alaska —
that KNOM serves. Thanks to your support, we
know they’ll continue and expand the heritage of
kind service that your generosity has made possible since 1971.

“Our job is to love others without
stopping to inquire whether or not
they are worthy.”
— Thomas Merton

take knom with you

Want to read this newsletter on your computer, smartphone, tablet, or other internet-capable mobile device? Simply visit this address in your web browser: knom.org/static/622.

Pl e a se co n si d e r K NOM in your es tate planning .

